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ASK THE DIRECTOR
Dear NSRF,
Money is tight these days, and we are really trying to get more bang out of our professional development
buck. In addition, it‘s very hard to ask our teachers to leave their classrooms (or give up their vacation time)
for more than a couple of days. We are very interested in CFG training and in light of these constraints, are
wondering, ‗Can you train our staff to be CFG coaches in less than 5 days?‘
Director: In short--no. I believe the whole 5 days of New Coaches Critical Friends Group Training is, well,
critical. We will set up a training session with any school for any number of days, but we do make it clear
that unless it‘s five days of training, it is not a New Coaches Training and that participants will not be CFG
coaches at the end of their experience. Very briefly, my agendas tend to be set up in this manner:
•

The first day is used to lay a foundation of safety and trust. Participants learn what a protocol is and

experience a few to get the feel of the structure. We spend time discussing and experiencing the
importance of reflection and debriefing.
•

The second day really begins to get at the crux of CFGs. We have activities such as the Zones of

Safety, Risk and Danger and How to Give and Receive Feedback. We jump in with protocols designed to
examine and give feedback on adult and student work. We talk about why equity is an important part of
our work. Participants begin to practice facilitation.
•

The third day is what I call ―The Day of Dilemmas‖. We have everyone bring in a professional

dilemma and run through protocols, such as Consultancy and Issaquah. Other protocols are also
introduced.
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•

The fourth day—practice, practice, practice. This is an entire day of participants presenting,

facilitating and participating in protocols.
•

The fifth day features planning. How are you going to introduce, create and sustain CFGs at your

school?
During those five days, we all go through a great learning journey together. Bonds are formed, skills are
learned and the excitement of possibilities takes over the group. Without any one of these days, I believe
that journey would falter through lack of preparation, acquisition of skills and vital insights about our
profession, our students, ourselves.
What do you think? I invite all coaches and facilitators to respond to this question and email it to us at
nsrf@nsrfharmony.org. We‘ll feature some of your answers in the next ―Connections‖. Michele Mattoon, NSRF
Director, Michele@nsrfharmony.org

“EFFICIENT AND COLLEGIAL MODES OF COMMUNICATION”
BY NED IDE, ENGLISH TEACHER AND COORDINATOR OF FACULTY
DEVELOPMENT TEAMS, THE HILL SCHOOL, POTTSTOWN PA
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